
 
PRESS RELEASE 

RITRAMA OPENS NEW SLITTING CENTERS 

IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND PERU.  
 

Caponago, March 8th, 2016 – Ritrama SpA, Italian leading manufacturer of self-adhesive 

materials in Europe and Worldwide with 23 facilities throughout the world, opened two new 

slitting and logistic centers, one in the Dominican Republic, named Ritrama Caribe and 

one in Peru as Ritrama Perú. The investment will allow the company to offer shorter delivery 

and a wider range of products from its coating facilities in Europe, USA and Chile.  

 

The new facilities in Dominican Republic and Peru further expands Ritrama’s footprint in the 

Central and South American regions, with local presence in Mexico, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 

Colombia, Brasil and Chile. 

 

Ritrama Caribe is located in the Free trade zone of the capital of Dominican Republic, Santo 

Domingo, very close to the main port of the city “Puerto Multimodal Caucedo” which gives a 

big advantage in exports to the Caribbean area.  

 

Ritrama Perú is located in Lima, capital of Peru. This new slitting and logistic centre will serve 

the whole country with a complete range of self-adhesive materials from papers to the most 

innovative films for the labeling, visual communication and Offset & Litho markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ABOUT RITRAMA 
Founded in Italy in 1962 Ritrama, an Italian multinational company, is the leading independent supplier of self-adhesive material in Europe and one of the worldwide key players. With 

more than 850 employees and 23 facilities located throughout the world, it is considered the largest family-owned company in the self-adhesive industry. Ritrama offers a wide range 

of products grouped into five divisions - Roll Label, Graphics, Offset Sheet, Industrial and Polifibra 2011. Coating sites and R&D departments are located in Europe, America (North and 

South) and the Far East.  A modern centralized logistics platform is located in the Headquarters in Caponago (near Milan). Ritrama materials are applied in countless highly specialized 

and commodity industries such as visual communication, food, pharmaceutical and wine labelling, offset and screen printing, industrial labelling and anti-counterfeiting. The Ritrama 

group has an extensive network of distributors present all over the world to ensure a local "just in time" delivery of the products. 
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Via Senatore Simonetta, 24 
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